Recently, the serial approach to solving the Square-Root Ensemble Kalman Filter (ESRF) equations in the presence of covariance localization was found to depend on the order of observations. As shown previously, correctly updating the localized posterior covariance in serial requires additional effort and computational expense. A recent work, Steward et al. (2017), details an allat-once direct method to solve the ESRF equations in parallel. This method uses the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the forward observation covariance matrix to solve the difficult portion of the ESRF equations. The remaining assimilation is easily parallelized, and the analysis does not depend on the order of observations. While this allows for long localization lengths that would render local analysis methods inefficient, in theory an eigenpair-based method scales as the cube number of observations, making it infeasible for large numbers of observations. In this work, we extend this method to use the theory of matrix functions to avoid eigenpair computations. The Arnoldi process is used to evaluate the covariance localized ESRF equations on the reduced-order Krylov subspace basis. This method is shown to converge quickly and apparently regains a linear scaling with the number of observations. The method scales similarly to the widely-used serial approach of Anderson and Collins (2007) in wall-time but not in memory usage. To improve the memory usage issue, this method potentially can be used without an explicit matrix. In addition, hybrid ensemble and climatological covariances can be incorporated. Data assimilation of increasingly plentiful satellite and radar observations requires efficient and 39 accurate algorithms. A single overpass of a polar orbiting satellite over a regional numerical 40 weather prediction (NWP) domain can produce tens of thousands of potentially usable observa-41 tions, especially when all-sky observations are considered. The Japanese K computer assimilates 42 radar observations every 30 seconds with a 100-m grid spacing (Miyoshi et al. 2016), and with 43 the next generation GOES-16 (Schmit et al. 2016) and Himawari 8 (Bessho et al. 2016) geosta-44 tionary observing platforms providing observations with approximately kilometer resolution ap-45 proximately every 5 minutes, data assimilation algorithms need to handle increasingly large data 46 volumes to keep pace. In this paper we describe a new, efficient, and parallel technique for solving 47 the covariance-localized Square-Root Ensemble Kalman Filter equations that overcomes several 48 issues in previously described implementations. 49 The Ensemble Kalman Filter, first introduced in Evensen (1994), is one of the most widely used 50 methods for data assimilation. Using an ensemble with a relatively small number of members 51 to estimate the flow-dependent background error covariance from the Kalman filter as originally 52 formulated (Kalman 1960) made it feasible to run statistical data assimilation problems even on 53 very large domains. However, two main issues became apparent in the implementation of the 54 Ensemble Kalman Filter. The first is that using the same observations to update the mean and 55 ensemble perturbations leads to a systematic underestimation of covariance. Secondly, the unlo-56 calized estimated covariances contain sample error due to the low number of ensemble members 57 used, leading to spurious relationships.
Introduction
(2013); Bishop et al. (2015) ; Nino-Ruiz et al. (2015) , while local analysis methods based on the As we show below, this matrix function method gives results that are practically identical to the and a performance comparison to S17 and AC07. Finally, section 6 presents conclusions and a discussion. 182 2. Eigenvalue/eigenvector solution of S17 183 In this section, we briefly review S17 in order to introduce the new matrix function method that 184 extends it. Given an ensemble X f of a previous forecast, the updated analysis to the ensemble 185 mean x f of size N state × 1 and ensemble perturbations X f of size N state × N ens , the square-root 186 Ensemble Kalman filter without perturbed observations (Whitaker and Hamill 2002) is:
where y (N obs × 1) are the observations, H(X f ) (N obs × 1) is the mean of the forward-calculated 
where C x,Hx = cov x f , H x f is the localized covariance between x f (an N state × 1 random vari- 
As detailed in S17, the covariance matrices we consider can include localized-ensemble 
where ρ y,y is the localization matrix arising from a localization function (Gaspari and Cohn 1999) 202 such that 203 (ρ y,y ) i, j = (d i, j |L i, j )
where d i, j is the distance between the location of the i th and j th observation, and L i, j is the charac-204 teristic length scale for the localization function . Q Hx,Hx is the sample covariance matrix 205 Q Hx,Hx = HX (HX) T N ens − 1 .
Likewise, the observation-space localized model and observation cross-covariance is given by 206 C obs x,Hx = ρ x,y • Q x,Hx
for 207 (ρ x,y ) i, j = (d i, j |L i, j )
where d i, j is the distance between the location of the model state i and observation j with the same 208 localization function as equation (5), and 209 Q x,Hx = X f (HX) T N ens − 1
As noted in Campbell et al. (2010) , integrated observations such as satellite scans do not have a 210 particular vertical location to ascribe. In these cases, model-space localization is more applicable.
211
For model-space localization, the observation operator tangent-linear H and adjoint H T are applied 212 to the localized model covariance as
for the ensemble perturbations X f , and
where d i, j is the distance between the location of two model states i and j with the same localiza-216 tion function as equation (5). Equation (7) is changed analogously as
Note that all of these localized matrices are sparse, and zero elements (i.e. the correlations farther 218 than the specified localization distance) are not stored in memory or computed. Thus, for example, 219 only those elements of Q Hx,Hx that will be non-zero after localization are calculated. Furthermore, 220 the full model-space matrix Q x,x will never be explicitly formed due to its prohibitively large size.
221
See S17 for more detail.
222
As we will allow for full-rank matrices, our method is compatible with either of these local-223 ization methods, a linear combination of the two, or any other "reasonable" modeled covariance 224 between Hx and Hx and x and Hx, which we denote in general C Hx,Hx and C x,Hx . Note that in 225 this work we only present results for the observation-based localization of equations (4) and (7), 226 however.
227
We now return to solving equation (1). Both S17 and the matrix function approach utilize a 
for
As shown in S17, we have
Therefore,
We find the largest r eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of C Hx,Hx , where r is chosen 244 such that λ r+1 ≤ ε λ for some small constant ε λ , and we can therefore solve
for α i, j = −v T i HX j . An error bound on this approximation related to ε λ is proved in S17.
Similarly, for the mean update:
where
and
is then distributed to all processing elements. The remaining Kalman gain from equation (1) Scientific Computing (PETSc, Balay et al. 1997 , 2016 , 2017 , is used to solve this eigenproblem 256 using sparse matrices in a manner that scales well as a function of the number of processors, as 257 shown in S17.
258
3. New matrix function approach 259 We first note that while S17 evaluates the largest r eigenpairs of C Hx,Hx in order to solve equation
260
(1), only those eigenvectors i such that α i, j = 0 for all j and β i = 0 are required. This suggests 261 a more efficient solution that does not require all eigenpairs. In this section we develop such a 262 solution that requires only the matrix-vector product C Hx,Hx b for some vector b to compute a 263 reduced-order, accurate basis for representation of the ESRF matrix functions.
264
In addition to solving the eigenproblem, SLEPc can also evaluate the action of a matrix function 265 on a vector, z = f (A)b where z and b are vectors, A is a matrix, and f is a matrix function in the 266 sense given in Higham (2008) . In the case of the mean K in equation (2) given above
while forK in equation (14),
Recall that D = C Hx,Hx + I. Also note that f 1 involves the standard linear system of equations 269 Dx = b, solving for x, which is normally handled by other methods; in this work, we test using 270 the matrix function approach for both the mean and the perturbations. 
where β = b 2 . e 1 is the first coordinate vector, so right multiplying by it gives the first column
In addition, note that H m represents the 287 compression of D onto K m (D, b) with respect to the basis V m . Hence, the problem of computing 288 the function of a large matrix D of order N obs is reduced to computing the function of a small 289 matrix H m of order m with m N obs . For the latter task, we can employ algorithms for dense 290 matrices as discussed below.
291
Note that in the above description, the Arnoldi process requires a numerically stabilized Gram-
292
Schmidt process to orthonormalize the basis vectors in a way that the final result is not overly af- 
302
The m parameter is of paramount importance for this method. If m is too small the Krylov sub-303 space will not contain enough information to build an accurate approximation. On the other hand,
304
if m is too large, the memory requirements for storing V m (as well as the computational cost) will 305 be prohibitive. For this reason, SLEPc implements a restarted variant of the method, where m is 306 prescribed to a fixed value; here we use m = 150, which as shown below is based on testing for our 307 particular application. When the subspace reaches this size, a restart is carried out by keeping part 308 of the data computed so far and discarding unnecessary information. 
where H (k) m is the matrix computed by the Arnoldi method in the k th restart. Note that in the 315 Eiermann-Ernst restart, the glued matrix (26) is not used directly in (25) (25) to give a correction to be added to the approximation available in the previous restart.
318
This correction is given byz (k) 
and V (k) m is the basis computed in the last restart. Equations (25) through (27) are implemented in 320 a numerically efficient way in SLEPc.
321
SLEPc bases the stopping criterion on the norm of the correction, i.e. restarting continues until 322 c (k) 2 < β · ε tol for some user-defined ε tol (10 −8 by default for 8-byte floating point precision).
323
As noted in Eiermann and Ernst (2006) In this work, we are interested in solving g = f 1 (D)(y − H(X f )) to replace equation (22) and above leads to the evaluation of f 1 (H 1 ) and f 2 (H 2 ) explicitly for small dense matrices H 1 and H 2 329 of the form in eq. (26). Note that these matrices are not symmetric even though D is symmetric, 330 and also note that the matrices grow at each restart of the Krylov method.
331
SLEPc allows flexibility in the definition of functions by combining two simpler functions. In 332 our case, we define f 1 (·) as the reciprocal of the identity function and f 2 (·) as the reciprocal of 333 another function, which in turn is defined as the sum of two functions (identity and the square root).
334
All these sub-functions can be evaluated easily except the matrix square root. For this SLEPc 335 implements a reduction to (real) Schur form followed by a block version of a Schur algorithm 336 (Higham 1987; Deadman et al. 2012) .
337
Note that only the matrix action Db is required in this algorithm, allowing for matrix-free imple-338 mentations. This could be potentially useful for defining matrix-vector products using the "mod- expense of having to communicate in order to recompute the observation operators.
362
A scalar form of the ESRF equations (1) is used to efficiently update all of the covariance 363 localized state points and observations. The mean of each state i is updated as
for the Kalman gain k i,n from equation (2) scalarized for point i for observation n as
Here,
where R n,n (R is assumed diagonal) is the observation error variance of the n th observation, and ρ i,n is the localization factor between the state point i and observation n, i.e. it corresponds to the (i, n) component of the ρ x,y matrix in equation (8), although this matrix is not formed in this implementation.
370
Similarly, given the scalar square-root correction
where 372
the j th ensemble perturbation at state point i is updated as
Note that the analogous equations are used to update the approximations of the forward observa-374 tion mean (H(X f )) k and perturbations (HX) k, j for k = n + 1 to N obs , i.e. the remaining unassimi-375 lated forward observations are treated as part of the augmented state vector. 376 5. Numerical results
377
The implementation described in section 3 was used to replace the computation of (E|g) from 378 equations (21) and (22) set to L = 240 as c = L/2 from equation 4.10 of Gaspari and Cohn (1999) as described in S17.
397 Figure 1 shows the analyzed water vapor field at level 20 (out of 60) for the EPS, MFN, and serial 398 implementation of AC07. Ten different random observation orderings were assimilated. The mean 399 and standard deviation of the ten different AC07 analyses are shown in fig. 1a ) and 1b). As shown, 400 the standard deviation of these different orderings can reach up to approximately 1.5 g kg −1 . The 401 same 10 random orderings were assimilated with the MFN solution as shown in fig. 1c ) and 1d).
402
Each time, the MFN analysis was identical to within 10 −7 ; the standard deviation is less than 10 −7 403 ("zero") as well. For comparison, the absolute difference between the average serial analysis and 404 the EPS analysis is shown in fig. 1e ), which as shown is greater than 2 g kg −1 in places. The 405 absolute difference between the MFN and EPS solution is shown in fig. 1f ), which is also "zero."
406
To emphasize the order independence issue, figure 2 shows the assimilation of the first two 407 random observation orderings assimilated in figure 1 (order 1 and order 2) . No effort was made to 408 maximize this difference for AC07 -the first two random orderings were chosen -but likewise no 409 attempt was made to minimize forecast impact in AC07 by optimizing the ordering as in Kotsuki der improve the memory scaling issue. In the meantime, batch processing of large numbers of 572 observations is one potential work-around.
573
The algorithm described in this paper requires a distributed sparse matrix implementation such 574 as that available in the Portable Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computing (PETSc, Balay et al. 1997 , 2016 , 2017 which SLEPc is built upon. In addition, the restarted Arnoldi process (including 576 a numerically stable parallel Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process) must be implemented to 577 estimate the required reduced-order matrix function products. When using the SLEPc library that 578 provides this functionality, this approach is not more difficult than the eigenpair implementation 579 of S17. However, either implementation is certainly more complex than the serial approximation.
580
Finally, while the order-dependency issue shown here is non-trivial, the TC first-cycle case is 581 likely to be a "worst-case" scenario due to the highly non-linear nature of feature misalignment.
582
While Nerger (2015) hypothesized that the effect of the observation-order dependency in the serial 583 implementation is small when the analysis is not far from the prior, the filter described here may be 584 useful to test the practical effect of this hypothesis in a variety of large-scale cases and to develop 585 mitigation solutions for the serial approach when necessary.
586
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780 Table 1 . Time to complete the solution, number of restarts (per control vector), and to-781 tal number of matrix product evaluations as a function of m, the size of the 782 Krylov subspace before restarting, required to solve the perturbation update 783 matrix function f 2 in equation (24) with L = 240 (in equations (5) and (8) (24) with L = 240 (in equations (5) and (8)) and 17.7K observations as described in section 5. The timings are with a single MPI process on an Intel Core i7 server.
Note these times are for a single ensemble member. (d), which is less than 10 −7 . The difference between the MFN and EPS analysis for this case is also less than 10 −7 at all levels. 
